
December, 2018: Gary Wilson files an FBI report on Nicole Prause 

As documented on these two pages, Nicole Prause has been claiming since 2013 that she reported 
me to the LAPD. In the last few years Prause has tweeted dozens of times that she has also reported 
me (and others) to the FBI (for what, it was never clear). In the beginning Prause employed dozens of 
fake usernames to post on porn recovery forums, Quora, Wikipedia, and in the comment sections 
under articles. Prause rarely used her real name or her own social media accounts. That all changed 
after UCLA chose not to renew Prause’s contract (around January, 2015). 

Freed from any oversight and now self-employed, Prause began tweeting she had reported me to the 
FBI and LAPD. Just know that I have screenshots of about 500 Prause tweets defaming me. It is 
Prause who is the cyber-stalker. While I wouldn’t have put it past Prause to file false police and FBI 
reports, it wasn’t until 2016 that I contacted the LAPD. In a phone conversation I asked if a police 
report by a Nicole Prause, or on Gary Wilson, was in their database. None were. This is documented 
in this section: Ongoing – Los Angeles Police Department and UCLA campus police confirm that 
Prause lied about filing police reports on Gary Wilson 

Note: while Prause claimed to have filed a police report all the way back in 2013, she provided you 
with an April, 2018 LAPD report. Put simply, Prause had been lying for 5 years. While the LAPD will 
not provide written documentation of police reports, the FBI will. In October, 2018 I filed an FOIA 
request with the FBI to find out if Prause had ever filed a report naming me. As expected the FOIA 
revealed that Prause has never filed a FBI report, even though she has tweeted this multiple times 
and posted this same claim on the FTND Facebook page (see this section May 30, 2018: Prause 
falsely accuses FTND of science fraud, and implies that she has reported Gary to the FBI twice). 

For complete documentation, you can see screenshots of my FOIA request and the FBI’s response 
confirming Prause as lying here: November, 2018: FBI affirms Nicole Prause’s fraud surrounding 
defamatory claims. In addition, Prause claimed to have reported Alexander Rhodes of NoFap to the 
FBI. Given the seriousness of Prause’s allegations against him, Alexander Rhodes submitted a 
Freedom of Information request to the FBI to inquire about possible reports about himself. Again, 
Prause was exposed as lying. For extensive documentation on Alex Rhodes’s case see: December, 
2018: FBI confirms that Nicole Prause lied about filing a report on Alexander Rhodes. 

In talking to FBI agents on the phone I was encouraged to file an official FBI report on Nicole Prause. 
Which I did. Put simply, while Prause filed a silly police report (it’s not a crime to screenshot 
defamatory tweets), I was encouraged by an FBI agent to report Prause to both the FBI and the 
LAPD. My FBI report, which I have yet to place on the Prause pages, is below in a series of 
screenshots. The last screenshot is my signature confirming that I am aware that lying to the FBI is 
serious crime: 
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Addendum: Nicole Prause and David Ley, have engaged in overt and covert defamation, harassment 
and cyberstalking, targeting groups and individuals who believe, based on the objective evidence, 
that today’s porn might be causing significant problems for some users. Few of their targets are 
aware of Prause and Ley’s long history of misconduct and disturbing malfeasance. The following 
pages document hundreds of incidents over several years: 

• Nicole Prause’s Unethical Harassment and Defamation of Gary Wilson & Many Others 
• Nicole Prause’s Unethical Harassment and Defamation of Gary Wilson & Many Others (page 

2) 
• Nicole Prause & David Ley libelous claim that Gary Wilson was fired from Southern Oregon 

University 
• Prause’s efforts to have Behavioral Sciences review paper (Park et al., 2016) retracted 
• Article by University of Wisconsin student newspaper (The Racquet) posts false police report 

by Nicole Prause (March, 2019) 
• Aggressive Trademark Infringement Waged by Porn Addiction Deniers 

(www.realyourbrainonporn.com) 
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